
Greek-American Radicalism:
The Twentieth Century

by DAN GEORGAKAS

Greek immigration to the United States is primarily a
twentieth-century phenomenon. As late as 1880 there were only
500 Greek immigrants in America. Some 18,000 would arrive
in the last two decades of the nineteenth century, fully 16,000
arriving in the 1890s. The numbers swelled tenfold to 167,000
in the first decade of the new century and would total ap-
proximately half a million by 1940, the cultural nucleus of
contemporary Greek America.

The initial wave of Greek immigration was overwhelmingly
male, reaching over 95 percent in the western states, and over-
whelmingly unskilled and uneducated. Contrary to early his-
torians who depicted the newcomers as apolitical, the immigrants
were immediately drawn into a variety of reform and revolu-
tionary movements.' Greeks were enrolled in the Industrial
Workers of the World (IWW) less than a year after its formation
in 1905 and in 1919 were among the founders of what became
the Communist Party-USA (CP). In addition, the Socialist Labor
Party (SLP) had made sufficient headway with Greek workers in
New England that in 1916 it was able to launch a Greek-language
newspaper, Organosis (The Organization).

Much of the history of the Greek working class, which
was the dominant component of Greek America through to the
1940s, has been lost. One factor blurring this record is that
Greeks were usually such a small minority in any given location
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that non-Greek organizers rarely thought them important enough
to single out for specific agitation. Labor historians have gen-
erally followed suit by lumping Greeks into the "and other
immigrants" category. With a few notable exceptions, ethnic
historians have virtually ignored the Greek working class to
concentrate on other aspects of Greek America. 2 The standard
ethnic history, Theodore Saloutos's The Greeks in the United
States, does not devote even one chapter to labor, and the usually
dependable Saloutos incorrectly and irresponsibly declares,
"Marxism made no appreciable progress among Greek Ameri-
cans. The rank and file were bitterly opposed to it and could
be counted upon to fight it with all the power at their
command."3 Saloutos's view was largely accepted as a given
until the 1980s. During that decade a new wave of younger his-
torians began to look more closely at primary documents, sought
out period materials that had been in private hands, and took
oral histories. Coupled with in-depth work done on the Inter-
mountain West, a previously hidden history of Greek-American
radicalism began to emerge.4 During the first decades of the
century that radicalism was often associated with the IWW,
and from the First World War to the 1950s with the CP. In
both periods the most radical layer of Greek American society
was its working class.

The Industrial Workers of the World

Early Greek immigrants often congregated in the industrial
towns of New England. By 1913 the third highest concentra-
tion of Greeks in the United States after New York and Chicago
was in Lowell, Massachusetts, where Greeks also made up the
third largest ethnic group working in the textile mills Greek
workers had organized an independent labor union, partly to
overcome the hostility of earlier immigrant groups. The union's
main organizational focus, however, was on employers. From
1900 on, there was rarely a year in which Greeks did not strike
at one or another Lowell mill.

In the wake of its great victory at Lawrence, Massachusetts,
in 1912, the IWW organized strikes throughout New England.
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Lowell shaped up as an easy follow-up victory if the Greeks
agreed to participate. Elizabeth Gurley Flynn was sent by the
iww to address the Greek workers. Years later she wrote of
her warm reception and recounted that the Greeks became "the
backbone" of a successful strike.' Months before, one of the
rvnv marching songs in neighboring Lawrence had celebrated
the enthusiastic participation of Greek workers.'

A question that has long hung over these IWW successes
is how much enduring impact they had. For Greeks, there is
circumstantial evidence that the INIVW memory persisted for a
considerable time. Demosthenes Nicas, an IWW who went on
to become an organizer for the CP and the Congress of Industrial
Organizations (CIO), created Greek worker clubs throughout
New England in the early 1930s.7 Many of these clubs were in
just those centers where the IWW had been most active. The
same pattern is found among Greek organizers for the Fur and
Leather Workers in the late 1930s and in local campaigns by
workers not nationally affiliated. One can also argue that the
IWW past contributed to the activist liberal tradition that pro-
duced a string of post-World War II liberal Democrats: Gov-
ernor Michael Dukakis, Senator Paul Tsongas, CIO Massachu-
setts State Director James Ellis, Congressman Nicholas Mavroulis,
and numerous lesser-known local officials and trade unionists.

Massachusetts organizers often tried to mobilize the entire
community in the old IWW style. During a strike in 1933 of
mostly Greek workers at Peabody, 220 Greek merchants and
civic leaders were persuaded to issue a public letter backing the
strikers and labeling strikebreaking "the most inhumane practice
in the civilized world."' The class source of this statement is
remarkable enough, but all the more so as the owner of the
struck shoe factory was Greek.

Institutions central to the lives of Greek male workers
were the kafenia (coffeehouses). These often had political or
regional constituents who avidly read and discussed political
literature. Primarily, however, kafenia were places where males
gathered to get the news of the day, play cards, receive mail,
hire translators, and consult letter writers. Kafenia also oc-
casionally sponsored shadow-puppet shows (the Greek Kara-
giozis), lectures, and musical evenings. During the first decades
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of mass immigration the kafenia rather than churches served as
de facto community livingrooms. This began to change with
the steady arrival of Greek women, but the kafenia remained
important centers as late as the 1940s.

Labor radical John Poulos has provided an insider's view
of the kafenia ambiance of the early 1930s.9 His father, a vice-
president of an antitnonarchist organization, owned a kafenion
in Lynn, Massachusetts. Poulos found that political recruitment
was usually somewhat secretive and one-on-one. The process
generated structures more akin to affinity groups than formal
parties. Political discussion was incessant with individuals re-
counting personal experiences within ideological or ethnic frame-
works. Among the Lynn kafenion regulars were former mem-
bers of the SLP and IWW. Militant supporters of Sacco and
Vanzetti made a particularly strong impression on John Poulos
and his younger brother Constantine. Mostly as a result of this
political exposure, the brothers devoured all the radical literature
they could get hold of, and both became prominent community
activists. We can assume that other Greek organizers who have
not left a public record of their ideological formation had similar
political baptisms in other kafenia.

John Poulos's first major political activity was to organize
some 2,000 predominantly Greek workers into a food workers
local of the American Federation of Labor (AFL). In due
course he led his group into the newly formed CIO, then in
its most radical phase. Poulos was a delegate at the founding
convention of the CIO and was named CIO director of the
North Shore area, where he oversaw the organizing of tens of
thousands of workers in cities such as Lynn, Peabody, and Salem.
Poulos was also drawn into the Trotskyist movement and at
various times was a member of the Communist League of Amer-
ica, the Socialist Workers Party, and the Workers Party. 'While
this orientation was distinct from his direct CIO work, his radical
views were not kept secret and had no adverse effect on his
influence with rank-and-file workers.

Constantine Poulos became editor of the monthly magazine
of the American Hellenic Education Progressive Association
(AHEPA), the largest and most influential Greek fraternal
order. During his editorship the magazine had a strong leftist
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tilt most obvious in its strong antifascism and defense of the
foreign born." With the onset of World War II, Poulos be-
came a correspondent for the Overseas News Agancy, and in
1943 he became the first American reporter to enter occupied
Greece. He immediately established cordial contacts with the
Communist-led guerrillas of the National Liberation Front, and
his upbeat reports were carried in major American dailies, The
Nation, and the Greek-language press. At war's end, even
though Poulos did not consider himself a Marxist, he was ex-
pelled from Greece for "pro-Communist" sympathies. He suf-
fered a period of graylisting and ended up as owner/editor of
a small-town newspaper where his work eventually earned him
a Pulitzer prize."

At the same time that the IWW was leading strikes of
textile workers in Massachusetts, it was deeply involved in strikes
by food workers employed by New York City hotels. Formal
TW'W units and unions with IWW stalwarts continued to be
at the core of various food-worker locals well into the 1920s.
Successor AFL and CIO locals would be noted for their radical
ideology and direct-action tactics. Hundreds of Greek workers
were involved in these organizations, and many actions took
place in the immediate vicinity of the largest Greek community
in Manhattan. Activists like Hans Claron, who organized food
workers at Columbia University for one of these unions in the
late teens, were still active forty years later in the antijunta
movement of 1967-1974. Claron and other militants also estab-
lished the Spartakos Workers Club, which was destined to play
a major role in the Communist movement launched in 1919.
The Spartakos Club was located in New York City's West Twen-
ties, which put it adjacent to the fur district where some 2,000
Greeks were employed, the flower district which was dominated
by Greeks, and the vibrant Greek taverna scene of Eighth
Avenue.'

Even more Greek workers were exposed to IWW influence
in the West. By 1910 there were some 40,000 Greek males in
that region working as miners, railroad workers, lumberjacks,
and construction workers. Greeks were peripherally involved in
numerous IWW actions, but the best-documented interaction in-
volved a 1912 saw mill strike in Grays Harbor, Washington."
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Greeks were the largest ethnic component of the striking work
force, and the action was known locally as the IWW-Greek
Strike. Physical violence by the police was used against the
strikers, and the Greek section was physically cleared as a pre-
lude to the forced expulsion of all Greeks by ship and train.
This deportation occurred at a time when Greeks would often
go hundreds of miles to support strikers from the same villages
or region in the homeland. When the nearly 200 Greek workers
expelled from Grays Harbor scattered throughout the region,
their experiences were rehashed at every kafenion, whether
seen as being primarily an ethnic or class insult. The Greek
consul, then residing in Tacoma, was outraged and registered a
formal complaint.14

That same year Greek workers participated in a strike led
by the radical Western Federation of Miners (WFM) at Bingham,
a copper-mining suburb of Salt Lake City, Utah. Elimination
of the local Greek labor boss, the most powerful in the West,
was a prime ethnic issue, but the Greek miners were fully aware
of the broader class questions involved. Well before the strike
the 'WFM constitution and WFM political literature had been
printed in Greek translations. When would-be scabs escorted
by National Guardsmen and company police tried to enter the
mine, they were fired upon by workers. Leading this armed de-
fense were Cretans who had recently waged guerrilla war against
the Ottoman Turks on their home island: they seized the high
ground around the mine entrances and could not be dislodged.
Even when the company agreed to dismiss the Greek labor boss,
the Greeks voted to continue the strike. The final settlement did
not include recognition of the WFM, but labor bosses were
eliminated, wages raised, and safety standards established. The
Greeks worked closely with Italian and Japanese costrikers, and
their reputation as steadfast militants was enhanced!'

Historians have debated how much of the Greek motiva-
tion at Bingham was a matter of philotimo (honor) and how
much reflected class consciousness!' All agree that the 10,000
Greeks in the Intermountain West had been at sites heavily
propagandized by the IWW, WFM, and other radical organiza-
tions. Some Greeks lived in towns run by Socialist Party (SP)
administrations, and one Seattle carpenter is on record as judg-
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ing the Socialists as far too conservative! The one Greek or-
ganizer for the IWW known by name is Louis Theos (Theo-
doropoulos), who was in Utah and Colorado organizing clan-
destinely in 1912. The undercover approach was typical of many
IWW organizers at the time and blended with the Greek tradi-
tion of secret revolutionary societies of the kind that had led
the national liberation movement against the Ottoman Empire.
Despite these traditions, Greek names are found in IWW and
WFM branches at Bingham as early as 1906."

Less direct indication of IWW influence is the rhetoric
used by Greeks in some of their public letters. One Colorado
newspaper quoted a Greek worker as saying, "The miners union
is greater than the U.S. government and when the union gives
the word to fire upon soldiers, we will obey that order."" IWW
slogans such as "An injury to one is an injury to all" easily
fused with the concept of phiktimo. Public letters by Greeks
also contain a greeting translatable as "fellow worker," the
IWW equivalent of comrade. Finally, the idea of an industrial
army to address ethnic and class injustices was certainly con-
genial to men with a recent revolutionary tradition and a cul-
tural ethic in which ownership of a gun was considered a sign
of national and individual independence.

In the year following the gunplay at Bingham, Greeks were
involved in the Ludlow strike in Colorado. The leader of the
Greeks was Louis Tikas. His immediate support group was com-
posed of some fifty Cretans, some of whom were Bingham vet-
erans. Historian Zeese Papanikolas has spent years trying to
establish Tikas's background and ideology." Amid the many
gray areas that have emerged from that analysis are many
radical elements.

Before becoming an organizer for the United Mine Workers
(UMW), the job which took him to Ludlow, Tikas owned a
kafenion in Denver, Colorado, that was directly across the
street from the IWW hall. The kafenion served a Greek work-
ing-class district that was largely confluent with the major
area of IWW activity. Given the Greek passion for politics
and the ,[WW gift for publicity, it is impossible that Greeks
passing through Denver would not have been exposed to the
IWW perspective. At one point Tikas tried to join the Denver
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Police Department and was rejected on the grounds that he was
an IWW.21 Whether true or false, that such an assertion seemed
credible to the Denver police says a great deal about Tikas's
political reputation.

Although philotima clearly motivated Tikas and other Greeks
during the Ludlow strike, they marched with celebrated radicals
such as Mother Jones and had cordial relations with other ethnic
groups. In fact, Tikas was not killed defending Greeks but try-
ing to bring non-Greek families to safety during a machine gun
assault by the company on the strikers' colony. Even more than
what happened at Grays Harbor and Bingham, the martyrdom
of Tikas and the national uproar and near civil war over what
became known as the Ludlow Massacre surely stirred Greek
miners and kafenia regulars throughout the West.

Thirteen years after the Ludlow Massacre, Colorado miners
again felt strong enough to strike. The union officially in-
volved was the same UMW that had employed Tikas as an or-
ganizer, but the actual strike leaders were IWWs, a fact featured
in one newspaper headline after another. A score of strikers were
killed during a long struggle which saw the Rockefeller in-
terests using machine guns and aircraft against the strikers. In
the southern coal fields, the area where Tikas had been active,
Greeks were among those killed, were frequently cited as lead-
ing agitators in local newspaper stories, and composed the
majority of those involved in an IWW-organized lawsuit against
the company. This considerable Greek involvement in the 1928
strike is determined almost exclusively from distinctly Greek
names on records and thus constitutes a minimal record.22

Details about such events and their impact on the per-
manent Greek communities which eventually formed have re-
mained blurred. Few of the participants were ever interviewed
by professional scholars, and many spent their declining years
in the rundown areas of industrial centers, a phenomenon which
may account for their frequent appearance in the hardboiled
school of fiction associated with Dashiell Hammett. The Greek-
town bachelors were not at ease with the increasingly church-
oriented Greek communities and do not appear in most local
parish histories. Others in the first generation married non-
Greeks, and their children had no significant Greek identity.
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Only occasionally are flashes of the old passions visible. In
Salt Lake City, a plaque before the major Greek Orthodox
church lists all the local Greeks killed in foreign wars or mine
disasters, a striking and unusual coupling of national and class
pride. By and large, however, the tens of thousands of Greek
workers who labored west of the Mississippi make up a lost
epoch of Greek-American history.'

An insight on how the IWW ambiance affected individual
Greeks in these regions is offered by L. S. Stavrianos. Best known
as a historian of the Balkans, Stavrianos worked at the Greek
desk of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) during World
War IL In 1952 he published Greece: American Dilemma and
Opportunity, a landmark critique of American policy in Greece
which the government tried to suppress. In the 1930s, while
still a young man, Stavrianos had spent his summer vacations in
Vancouver, Canada. He worked in a dingy Greek diner in a
skid-row area adjacent to Vancouver's version of Hyde Park.
IWWs who gave speeches in the park frequented the diner for
coffee and doughnuts. In a book summing up his life's learn-
ing, he writes that •he felt "overwhelmed by what they told
me."26 Their analysis of the world did not ultimately satisfy
him, but they spurred him to ask questions and to challenge
conventional solutions: "The IWWs left an imprint far deeper
and more enduring than anything I ever learned in a classroom
or textbooks.""

The cultural arc linking the antimonarchist kafenion in
Lynn, the Spartakos Workers Club in New York City, the Tikas
kafenion in Denver, and the skid-row diner in Vancouver is
not the classic orbit of ideological agitation. It does not indicate
that IWW anarcho-syndicalism prevailed among Greeks in some
subterranean or homeopathic manner. But it does suggest that
some IWW views and attitudes became woven into the Greek
ethnic tapestry to become part of ongoing labor, intellectual,
and community traditions.

The Communist Party

In 1919 John Reed, the celebrated author of Ten Days
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That Shook The World, led a left-wing split from the Socialist
Party to launch an American communist party on the Russian
model. Four other communist parties were begun at approximately
the same time. A decade of bitter infighting would ensue be-
fore the groups coalesced into what became the CP (Communist
Party-USA). Although there had been no distinct Greek-language
federation in the SP, Greek radicals rallied to Reed's organiza-
tion. New York's Spartakos Club soon became the organizing
hub of what emerged as the largest and most important radical
current in Greek America.

The revolutionary debates among Greeks were as intense
as elsewhere in the American movement. The IWW, badly
mauled by persecution during the First World War and des-
tined to implode at its 1924 convention, issued three of its
standard pamphlets in Greek for the first time: "The Revolu-
tionary IWW," "The Economic Interpretation of the Job," and
"What Is the IWW?"28 These indicate a Greek presence at the
Chicago IWW printing headquarters and some expectations of
recruitable Greek workers. Another presentation of socialist
alternatives originating in Chicago was George Katsiolis's The
Crimes of Civilization, a Greek-language book that appears to
have been self-published.29

Joining in the debate was the SLP, which published at least
ten pamphlets in Greek from 1917-1933 while continuing to
irregularly publish the newspaper Organosis." All but one of
the pamphlets were written by SLP founder Daniel De Leon
or his successor Arnold Petersen. The exception was a 1920
pamphlet entitled "The Condition of Greek Worker Federations
in America."" The addresses on the pamphlets for contacting
Greek-speaking SLPers included a box office in Cincinnati and
street addresses in Detroit, Michigan, and Brooklyn. The Brook-
lyn address was on Atlantic Avenue in a district heavily pop-
ulated by Greek waiters," and the Detroit address was on a
major artery in that city's growing Greektown. The cover matter
urged Greek workers to adhere to the Detroit IWW, an SLP
organi7ation that had broken from the formal IW W in 1908.
The SLP pamphlets were usually printed at party headquarters
in New York, but some were made by Greek printers such
as the D. C. Divry firm (famous for its Greek dictionaries and
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school books) in New York. The 1917 translation of De Leon's
"Reform and Revolution" apparently sold well enough to be
reprinted with new typesetting in 1930.

The fledgling Communists had two major advantages over
their IWW and SLP rivals. They were associated with a success-
ful workers revolution and they had working relations with a
homeland party which provided them with agitational literature.
Among the imported titles were standard revolutionary texts
such as a Greek translation of Lenin's State and Revolution and
Greek-oriented titles such as I. K. Kordatou's An Economic
interpretation of the Greek Revolution of 1821.33 This literature,
usually printed in Athens, bore a stamp with an American address
and directions on how to order more literature. Such links with
the homeland party became a permanent feature of the Greek-
language Communist movement in America.

Easily the most effective outreach developed by the Greek
Communists was a succession of newspapers published daily,
twice a week, and weekly at various times: Phoni tou Ergatou
(Voice of the Worker), 1918-1923; Embros (Forward), 1923-
1938; Eleftheria (Freedom), 1938-1941; and Elleno-Arnerikaniko
Vima (Greek-American Tribune), 1931-1959. The earlier titles
had a revolutionary tone and featured hammer-and-sickle in-
signias on their mastheads; the latter two reflected the less
abrasive style and rhetoric of the Popular Front. Peak circula-
tion of the Communist press came in the 1940s when Vima
hit 10,000 for special events and ran 8,500 regularly. This com-
pares decently with the claimed 13,000 circulation of the liberal
Ethnikos Keryx (National Herald) or the 16,000 claimed cir-
culation of the conservative Atlantis, the two national Greek-
language dailies." Because Vima had multiple readers at the
worker clubs that served as its distribution centers, its impact
on Greek-speaking workers was comparable to that of the dailies
which went to individual homes and institutions.

From the outset the Greek Communists directed their ener-
gies almost exclusively to the working class. The region of
greatest agitation was bound on the east and west by New York
and Chicago and on the north and south by Boston and Bal-
timore. Rather than trying to recruit the workers in this in-
dustrial belt directly into the CP, the organizers were satisfied
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if their contacts accepted party literature and frequented a
workers' club. Serving as political kafenia, these clubs were
utilized to distribute CP literature, promote special campaigns,
and generally serve as a conduit to community activists.

A breakthrough organizing success for the Communists
came in the mid-1920s. The Fur Workers Union had recently
come under the leadership of communist Ben Gold, who un-
derstood that the mainly Jewish union would not be secure until
some 300 Greek-owned fur shops employing some 1,500 Greek
workers at any given moment were also organized. The Greek
workers had never been approached by fur union organizers who
spoke Greek. Gold addressed this problem by hiring four or-
ganizers from the ranks of the Spartakos Club. By August 1925
hundreds of Greeks were attending organizational meetings.
That October a ten-day strike organized all of the Greek shops
and brought Greek wages and conditions up to the higher stand-
ards of the unionized shops."

For the next decade the Fur Workers Union, perhaps the
most radical in New York City, would be under constant attack
from gangsters hired by employers and anti-Communist poli-
ticians. The conservative Greek press, shamelessly anti-Semitic
at times, took Greek workers to task for believing they had more
in common with Jewish workers than Greek bosses. Workers
were further berated for belonging to a union that gave full
rights to blacks. Much was made of the fact that hundreds of
•Greek women worked in these shops. Such attacks had little
effect. The Greek furriers were known as extremely loyal and
militant trade unionists. The New York Greek unit grew strong
enough to support organizing drives in other states. Tom Galanos,
a Greek organizer known for his militancy, became the major
leader of all the furriers in Newark, New Jersey. John Vafiades,
leader of the New York furriers, took part in an organizing
drive in Massachusetts aimed at leather workers which cul-
minated in an expanded Fur and Leather Workers Union. The
general success of the union was extraordinary. By 1940 it had
achieved 100 percent representation in fur and leather.

The fur workers were the bedrock of the Greek Left. They
supported a whole plethora of activities associated with progres-
sive trade unions: summer camps, theatrical nights, musical events,
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lectures, and the like. The fur workers were also key to the
success of the Communist press and played a role in creating
the Greek lodges of the International Workmen's Order, which
hit a peak of thirty Greek lodges with some 1,500 members.'

Given the proportionally small number of Greeks on any
given work site, Greek Communists usually worked in a multi-
ethnic context. This is evidenced in the work of Demosthenes
Nicas, a CIO organizer in a belt extending roughly from Akron,
Ohio, to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Nicas used kafenia patrons
and Embros subscribers to make contacts in each new town.
When full-blown strikes were on the agenda, every effort was
made to engage the Greek community as a whole. During a
key organizing drive in Akron, for example, both Greek churches
were open to the strikers for organizational needs and both
parishes were supportive in other ways as well. Panayotis
Kajalias, one of the Akron leaders, was a Communist whose
roots went back to the SLP. Nicas was often in contact with
such persons as he engaged in the broad task of building
the CIO."

Other radicals had both deeper and lesser contacts with the
Greek community per se. Charles Rivers, a Greek Communist
who worked as an organizer for the radical United Electrical
Workers (UEW) in campaigns that organized over 100,000
workers, had only nominal Greek contacts until his later in-
volvement with the anti junta movement." In contrast, writer
Theano Papazoglou-Margari, who worked closely with Nicas
in the late 1930s to keep the Communist workers' club in Chicago
afloat, became a beloved weekly colucnist for Ethnikos Keryx.
Papazoglou-Margari, who wrote in Greek and often featured
Greek women in her writing, also has the distinction of being
the first Greek woman to contribute to a Communist newspaper,
the pioneering Phoni tou Ergatou.4°

Individual biographies of some representative 1930s Com-
munists and sympathizers illustrate their geographic spread and
community impact. In 1930 food worker Steve Katovis was killed
by New York City police during a strike. The circumstances were
such that Katovis was mourned as a labor martyr. More than
20,000 workers of all ethnic backgrounds viewed his corpse at
a workers' center on Union Square and some 50,000 demonstrated
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in his name. A 31-page biography issued shortly thereafter
provides insights into the life of a rank-and-file Communist
militant." Before joining the CP, the Greek-born Katovis had
been an IWW who worked on both coasts as a taxi driver,
mechanic, and dock worker. As part of his CP duties, he went
to Jersey City every other week to organize restaurant workers
with his brother. He also belonged to an informal group of six
Greeks who attended night school to study engineering. Once
trained, they planned to go to the USSR "to build socialism."

A second labor martyr of that era was Nick Bordoise
(Condorakis). He and another worker were killed by police
during the famous San Francisco General Strike of 1934. Their
joint funeral was turned into a major labor parade led by Harry
Bridges, the legendary longshoremen's leader. Three trucks were
needed to carry the mourning flowers as thousands of longshore-
men marched in the funeral cortege and thousands more lined
the streets. Scores of Greek relatives and friends, singing the
International with raised fists clenched in the Communist salute,
marched directly behind Bordoise's coffin. Sam Darcy, the local
Communist leader, eulogized Bordoise, calling him one of the
party's most active members. Commentators have further noted
that Bordoise's wife and brother were also militants.'

The activities of other Greek radicals in the Bay area
indicate that Bordoise did not operate in an ethnic vacuum. In
1933 poet Takis George published a collection of his work
which contained poems praising Lenin, Stalin, the prototypical
worker, and a USSR heralded as "the mecca of humankind?"43
George had previously published Modern Greek Proverbs as
one of the Haldeman-Julius Blue Book series of socialist-inclined
literature. What is most significant about George is that he was
not only a respected member of the Greek community but also
a teacher at the local Greek school. Among his students were
Jim DiIles, who later wrote The Good Thief" (one of the few
proletarian novels by a Greek-American author), and Tom Nico-
lopulos, who became a labor mediator identified with progres-
sive causes. In his later years Nicolopulos contributed regularly
to the biweekly Hellenic Journal newspaper. His journalism re-
counted the 1930s in South City, a smokestack suburb some
ten miles south of San Francisco. Nicolopulos deals at length
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with the radical literature familiar to the hundred or so Greeks
living in South City boarding houses. He notes their support of
Upton Sinclair in the 1934 governor's race, their broad ac-
quaintance with political issues of all kinds, and their inter-
action with other ethnic groups.' Also involved in San Fran-
cisco radical circles was Alex Georgiadis, an activist in two
militant unions, the San Francisco Newspaper Guild and the
Pile Driver's Union. He became co-organizer of the California
CIO Political Action Committee of 1948 and in the late 1960s
was involved in the formation of the Venceremos Brigades which
sent volunteer workers to Castro's Cuba."

The multifaceted nature of 1930s radicalism is person-
ified in Alexander Karanikas. As a student in the 1930s he
was active in the anti-fascist movement and wrote poetry for
publications as varied as the Harvard Advocate and the Hellenic
World. During the war years he wrote a weekly column for
the CIO News (Allegheny-Kiski Valley edition) that was often
reprinted in Vima. Karanikas also wrote pro-labor commentary
for local radio stations in New Hampshire and Pennsylvania.
In 1948 he ran for Congress as a candidate of the Progressive
Party in his native New Hampshire. Blacklisted as the decade
ended, he went back to college from which he emerged as an
expert on how modern Greeks had been depicted in American
literature. His Hellenes and Hellions has become the standard
work in that field. Karanikas further contributed to Greek-
American history as an adviser to two television films about
Greeks in America shown on public television's American Play-
house: King of America and My Palikar.47

Another gauge of leftist ideology is that some 200 Greeks
living in America volunteered to fight for the Loyalists in the
Spanish Civil War. Most served with the American brigade,
but a few enrolled in the multinational Dimitrov Brigade. The
names and brief identifications of these volunteers have been
preserved in a memorial chapbook. A number of individuals
are photographed holding copies of Embros, and most appear
to have working-class origins."

The Greek Communists tried to harness the strong anti-
fascist sentiment of the community through the creation of The
Greek Workers Federation (1935-1937), later renamed The
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Greek American Union for Democracy. One of its major suc-
cesses was in joining forces with liberals associated with Ethnikos
Keryx to thwart efforts of General Ioannis Metaxas, the pro-
German Greek dictator, to set up American support groups
similar to the German blind. This coalition with liberals
blossomed with the coming of World War II as both groups
fought for aid to Greek guerrillas and general Greek war re-
lief. Rallies, war bond drives, and social events of all kinds
marked an alliance whose dominance of the community was
duly noted in OSS documents.°

Greek labor showed its formal power by creating the Greek
American Labor Committee. Twenty-two AFL and ao locals
with a combined membership of over 100,000 were directly
represented, and there were observers from twelve other unions.
The Committee was an effective pressure group within the
Democratic Party, the CIO, and the Roosevelt administration
in general. At the end of the war, the Committee appeared at
hearing in Washington, DC, in an unsuccessful bid to alter
American policy in Greece.

The ties between Greek Communists in America and home-
land Communists deepened during the war years. Playing a
significant role in that process was the Greek Maritime Union,
which until 1941 had been named the Greek Seamen's Union.
Its 600 members were all Greek nationals. When the Nazis
occupied Greece, union headquarters were split between New
York and London. The New York leaders established close
ties with the Spartakos group, the fur workers, and Greek Amer-
icans in the National Maritime Union. As fervent radicals de-
voted to the Popular Front, the Greek seamen volunteered to
man ships that carried munitions from America to Murmansk,
the most dangerous of all the North Atlantic runs. Their heroism
was so outstanding that the union was separately decorated by
Stalin, Roosevelt, and Churchill. While fully participating in this
invaluable war effort, the union simultaneously struggled with
Greek shipowners in a successful effort to upgrade conditions
and wages to American standards. Through the 1940s the New
York local published its own newsletter and was involved in
the social life of the Greek-American left. Not a few marriages
were one byproduct. The Greek-born head of the Greek Maritime
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Union, for example, wed an American-born fur worker.5"
The heady rise and community visibility of the Communists

in the 1940s was to be followed by an abrupt decline into cul-
tural oblivion. The Greek Communists were doubly vulnerable
to McCarthyism. Like all Communists deeply involved in labor
unions, they bore the full brunt of the anti-Communist provisions
of the Taft-Hartley Act. Most of the unions with which they
were affiliated were either purged from the CIO or purged
Communists from their ranks. The Greeks also endured negative
fallout from the bitter civil war in Greece in which the U.S.
backed a monarchist/liberal coalition fighting guerrillas nom-
inally backed by Yugoslavia and the Eastern bloc nations. As
all Greek-American organizations not in the CP orbit enthusias-
tically supported the American policy in Greece, any vocal dis-
senters faced immediate ostracism from the community. This
atmosphere quickly evaporated the alliance with liberals. *When
scores of Greek radicals went to court to fight deportation,
there was no community support of the kind that had been
mounted in the late 1930s to defend the foreign-born.

Among those who would be deported were leaders of the
Greek Maritime Union and the Fur and Leather Workers Union.
More typical targets were rank-and-file militants like Gus Polites,
a retired Detroit restaurant worker who had organized auto
workers in the 1930s and had been active in the workers' club
in Greektown. The purpose in prosecuting such a man was less
to combat contemporary Communist influence than to send a
message to the community about the long-term perils of being
an avowed radical. A number of Greeks facing deportation were
so infirm that they died before their cases were legally resolved.
The deportation policy, however, was entirely effective in break-
ing the back of the Communist movement among Greeks. Sym-
pathizers ran for the sidelines, while known "reds" formally or
informally dropped out of sight."

Some of the organizational policies of the Greek Com-
munists contributed to the totality of their debacle. Vima con-
tinued to print almost entirely in Greek, a practice which had
inevitably cut it off from American-born Greeks who usually
did not read Greek well, if at all. Kafenion culture, which had
been central to Communist organizing, had also become in-
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creasingly problematic with the gradual demise of Greektowns,
the rising influence of the Greek Orthodox church, and grow-
ing ethnic affluence based on assimilation. The strong and open
bond with Greece's Communists and the USSR, a boon in the
1940s, became an ideological albatross with the deepening of
the Cold War. Vima folded in 1959 as the direct support group
fell to less than a hundred and fewer and fewer sympathizers
were willing to risk having a Communist paper seen in their
home or workplace. The era of Communist influence in Greek
America was over, and a convenient cultural amnesia soon took
hold that wiped out even its memory.

The Noncommunist Left

The only significant radical opposition the Greek Com-
munists ever faced in organized labor was a 1934 New York
City hotel workers strike that was under Trotskyist influence.
Among the strike leaders was Aristodemos Kaldis, later to be-
come a prominent painter. In 1906 the 17-year-old Kaldis had
arrived in Boston, where he quickly became active as a jour-
nalist and labor agitator. He was drawn to the Communist move-
ment and in the late 1920s he aligned with Trotsky. After
taking up residence in New York City, Kaldis became editor of
The Communist, a monthly Greek-language newspaper launched
in 1930 that lasted for only a handful of issues. His first editorial
was addressed to Spartakos Club comrades, whom he urged to
fulfill the original mandate of the Bolshevik revolution by break-
ing with Stalin and rallying to Trotsky."

Such appeals to activists proved ineffective. With the onset
of the 1934 strike which was highlighted by street rallies that
attracted thousands of workers, the Trotskyists hoped to directly
recruit a mass base. Kaldis was part of a multiethnic leadership
that formed a new union affiliated with the AFL. Although the
immediate strike was won, the organizers soon quarreled among
themselves, and the new union disintegrated. During this same
period Kaldis met his future wife, Laurie Eglington, editor of
the influential Art News. Although Kaldis never disavowed his
radical politics, he was never again organizationally affiliated
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and thereafter devoted himself to painting. In 1937 he befriended
Diego Rivera, then working on his Rockefeller Center mural.
A few years later Kaldis attracted considerable attention in the
art world with twelve lectures at Carnegie Hall passionately
espousing the principles of modern art."

Many other influential artists and intellectuals were involved
in the radicalism of the 1930s. Theodore Stamos, eventually to
become a famous abstract expressionist, was a member of the
original John Reed Club but broke with the CP over the Hitler-
Stalin Pact. He continued to think of himself as a democratic
socialist but was not politically active. Critic Nicholas Calas
arrived in New York City in 1940 and presented his anarcho-
surrealistic perspectives in major art publications. Although an-
other unaffiliated leftist, he remained in direct contact with the
most famous of all Greek Trotskyists, Michael Raptis (better
known as Pablo)." Kimon Friar, who became the most prolific
translator of contemporary Greek poets, including Communist
Yannis Ritsos, was active on behalf of Loyalist Spain."' Broad-
way gossip columnist Paul Denis, a militant in the Newspaper
Guild, headed "Greeks for Norman Thomas" in 1936.57 Dean
Alfange, a former national officer in AHEPA, ran for governor
of New York on the American Labor Party ticket in 1940.
Later he joined other socialists who bolted the ALP, which they
felt had fallen under Communist influence, to found the Liberal
Party." By far the most famous of the anti-Communist radicals
was actor/director Elia Kazan, who broke with the CP in 1935
and became infamous as •a government "friendly witness" in
the 1950s."

Specific anti-Communism, however, was not the rule in
Greek America until after World War II. More typical was the
casual fusion of art, politics, and community found in the life
of Helen Christophorides Nicas. Her father, Demetrius Chris-
tophorides, was always a liberal, but in 1936 he left a reporter's
job at Ethnikos Keryx to become editor of Eleftheria and then
Vima. Her husband, Demosthenes Nicas, a paid CIO organizer
from 1937-1939, had joined the IWW in 1916 shortly after his
arrival in America and had switched to John Reed's Communist
Labor Party in 1919. Before her marriage to Nicas in 1942,
Helen Christophorides had frequented an informal social circle
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centered on sculptor Michael Lekakis, a group she has charac-
terized as very progressive but not political. Her sister, in turn,
belonged to a dance troupe of young Greek-American women
organized by Maria Theresa Bourgeois, a former student of
Isadora Duncan. Half of their repertoire consisted of traditional
folk dances and other half of modern dances inspired by Duncan.
The troupe performed in ethnic auditoriums and broader profes-
sional venues such as Carnegie Hall. In the mid-1930s Helen
Christophorides was also a founding member of the Artemis
Club, the first organization of Greek women at Hunter College
(and probably anywhere in the NYC university system). Her
strictly political activism had been limited to helping her father
edit the English-language sections of Eleftheria and Vima and
to serving as de facto circulation clerk." These individual ex-
periences reflect the general leftist climate of the era. Nothing
remotely similar would recur until the 1960s, and the impact in
ethnic communities would not be nearly as intense or pervasive.

The Antijunta Movement

The Greek military dictatorship of 1967-1974 sparked a
protest movement that was a somewhat anemic reprise of the
radical/liberal alliance of World War II. This political force
consisted of from ten to twenty local committees at any given
time. Each committee sponsored lectures and other public events.
A number of them issued newsletters, and both the New York
and Boston committees had radio programs. The committee
membership was largely composed of liberals outraged by
the dictatorship in Greece, New Left activities seeking a com-
munity base, stranded Greek nationals of leftist persuasion, and
veterans of the Communist left. The movement drew thousands
to its events, but its hard core remained in the hundreds. The
independently organized groups were often in contact with one
another, but attempts to form a national umbrella organization
ultimately proved futile. Contacts with antijunta organizations
in countries other than Canada were episodic.

For the greater part of the junta's existence, the Greek-
American community remained neutral or thought the junta an
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unpleasant but necessary component of the Cold War. That
view was bolstered by the enthusiastic support the junta re-
ceived from then Vice President Spiro Agnew and an industrial
group headed by oil magnate Tom Pappas. Only as the fascistic
nature of the regime became absolutely clear through its use
of torture and other brutalities did Greek-American sentiment
turn negative. The antijunta movement most certainly played
some role in that process of education. Of greater long-term
consequence was that antijunta activists, vindicated by their fierce
defense of democratic values, would become community leaders
in the decades which followed.

Leading anti junta liberal academics such as Adamantia
PoIlls went on to form the Modern Greek Studies Association,
which has become the premier scholarly organization of its kind.
The Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora, begun by radicals as an
antijunta organ, evolved into a prestigious academic journal
without losing its leftist edge. Other antijunta activists became
prominent in Greek-language theater, in Greek Orthodox tele-
vision production, and in the Greek press, most prominently at
Proini (The Morning), a Greek-language daily founded in
1976, The feeling uniting movement alumni was that never again
could dictatorship arise in Greece without Greek Americans con-
sidering it absolutely indefensible on any grounds.

Complicating the legacy of the antijunta movement was that
one of its strongest currents was made up of supporters of
socialist Andreas Papandreou. When Papandreou was elected
prime minister of Greece in 1980, many individuals who had
been active in the American antijunta movement entered govern-
ment service in Greece or staffed Greek agencies in the United
States. Some Greek Americans concluded that much of the anti-
junta movement had just been an overseas extension of home-
land politics rather than a bona fide, indigenous movement.
On the positive side, Papandreou's election legitimized socialism
as a political ideology, while his conservative predecessor had
already decriminalized the Greek Communist Party (KKE), an
act seen as informally closing the era of the civil war.

Despite these developments, a left-leaning immigrant flow,
and the fact that half of the Greek population consistently voted
left-of-center, the Greek-American left did not revive. The im-
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migrant impact proved short-lived and was mainly confined to
overseas branches of homeland movements that were largely
irrelevant to most Greek Americans. Some new cultural organiza-
tions and radio programs had radical sponsorship, but they
avoided ideological identification, much less proselytizing. Other
initiatives, such as the Greek American Labor Council founded
by trade unionists in 1990 to work within the AFL-CIO and to
promote working-class issues in the community, were essentially
reformist in nature. Most radicals primarily operated as individ-
uals in various scholarly and artistic fields. While the sum of
these activities and those noted earlier were not negligible, they
did not constitute a coherent political movement. Mitigating
against a new radicalism was the affluence of Greek Americans
and their increasing comfort with assimilation into mainstream
culture.

Conclusion

Although the existence of a Greek-American left has been
denied by almost all historians writing before the 1980s, Greek
radicals have played a significant role in Greek American life
at various times and in various places. During the early decades
of the twentieth century, the Greek left consisted primarily of
unskilled workers operating in affinity groups that struggled
for basic civil rights and labor reform. In the 1920s the Com-
munist Party succeeded in building a hard core of Greek cadres
and gained considerable community influence in the working-
class and antifascist movements of the 1930s and 1940s. Con-
current with that development, a variegated non-Communist left
was active in various cultural spheres.

McCarthyism and the Cold War closed the era of the Com-
munist left, wiping out not only its memory but the memory of
its predecessors. An antijunta movement, now greatly admired
but not initially popular, put reform and even radicalism back
on the ethnic agenda in the 1960s. One long-term consequence
was a new wave of scholarship that added labor, feminist, and
radical currents to existing ethnic histories which had been
largely restricted to religious life, fraternal organizations, and
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prominent individuals. As the century ends, the Greek-American
left lacks organizational expression, existing primarily as an in-
formal network of mutual interests.

The course of Greek-American radicalism and its belated
appearance in ethnic histories probably contains elements to be
found in other immigrant experiences that have not been examined
for this kind of hidden history. The merger of ethnic and class
interests in the early period of immigration is likely a common
phenomenon with conventional historians inclined to a strictly
ethnic interpretation of social struggles. The fate of ethnic Com-
munist movements is almost inevitably linked to the experience
of Communism in the homeland and the nature of the bonds
between homeland and overseas Communists. Non-Communist
radicalism may exhibit a similar paradigm. In the Greek case,
the lack of radical alternatives to Communism in America surely
reflects the circumstance that Greece had no viable socialist or
anarchist movements prior to the 1960s. The relative isolation
of radical artists and intellectuals not organizationally affiliated
is yet another probable constant.

The entire ethnic trajectory may finally prove to be more
closely related to basic American patterns than ethnic specialists
care to admit. The Communist movement among Greek Americans,
despite many unique aspects, largely parallels the general course
of American Communism For all immigrants of the Great Migra-
tion, there is also a predictable decline in all forms of radicalism
as the group moves toward assimilation and is culturally diluted
by outmarriage. When the cultural center of any given group is
the fourth and fifth generations, cohorts without the experience
of even one foreign-born grandparent, political patterns in that
community are like to converge even more strongly with that of
the dominant American culture.
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